


Learning Spanish at HCC

Some students will have been 
lucky enough to have started 
learning a language in Primary 
school, whilst others will not have 
had much opportunity yet.

It doesn’t matter at all if this will 
be a new subject to you, as we 
will be starting with lots of basics 
to get you going. 



Basic facts about Spain: Can you answer the 
following questions?
• 1: Which continent is Spain located in?

• 2: Which 2 countries share a border with Spain?

• 3: What is the capital of Spain?

• 4: Can you name any other important cities in Spain?

• 5: Which currency is used in Spain?

• 6: What colour is the Spanish flag?



Answers
1: Spain is in Europe.

2: It has borders with Portugal, 
France and Andorra.

3: Madrid is the capital of Spain.

4: The map shows you lots of 
famous Spanish cities and towns.

5: Spain’s currency is the euro.

6: The Spanish flag is red and yellow.

Give yourself a point for each answer you got correct!



How many of 
the different 
images in the 
picture can you 
recognize and 
how do they 
link to Spanish 
culture?



Spain has 
amazing football 
teams like 
Barcelona and 
Real Madrid.

Flamenco is a 
traditional 
Spanish dance.

Spain produces 
some popular 
wines such as 
Rioja and Cava. The guitar is used a 

lot in Spanish music. 
You will here it in 
Flamenco music.

Miró was a 
famous artist and 
sculptor in Spain.

Dalí was also a 
very well-known 
artist. The clocks 
in this image 
refer to his work.

The Spanish flag 
is red and yellow.

Bullfighting was very 
popular in Spain although 
this is changing.

Give yourself a point for each answer you got correct!



1: Frida Kahlo

2: Shakira

3: Enrique Iglesias

4: Rafael Nadal  

5: Camila Cabello  

6: Lionel Messi

Match up the pictures with the 
names of these Spanish 
speaking famous people.
Do you know which country 
they each come from for 
bonus points?

A B C

D

E

F



1: Frida Kahlo- F- Mexico
2: Shakira – D- Colombia
3: Enrique Iglesias- C-Spain
4: Rafael Nadal-A- Spain 
(Mallorca)  
5: Camila Cabello –E- Cuba
6: Lionel Messi –B- Argentina

Answers A B C

D

E

F

Give yourself a point for each

answer you got correct! Bonus points 

for the countries!



1 2 3

4 5 6



1 2 3

4 5 6

Give yourself a point for each answer you got correct! A bonus point for each Mexican dish you spotted.





How many different reasons can you think of to explain why it is 
important to learn a different language?



Optional challenge. Design a poster on one of the following themes:

A: Facts about Spain.

B: Where Spanish is spoken.

C: Reasons to learn a language.

Hand it in to your new teacher in September to get CV points!



If you would like to learn some Spanish 
before you start in September you could:

Watch some YouTube videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZ0bPXFHiiY
Basic greetings in a classroom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FEyfy5N3Nc
Numbers 1-20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsRKoZGaoEM
colours
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmj40rSTFrU
Saying what you have in your school bag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYPGMCfliPk
Animals

Use apps like:
Duolingo
Quizlet
Memrise
Learn Spanish for kids

And lots more! 

Watch Spanish cartoons if you have Netflix or 
Amazon Prime or onlineListen to Spanish music: 

https://los40.com/lista40/
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